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Winter Urbanism

THEMES & OBJECTIVES

The twentieth-century versions of modernity envelop us and continue to persist, but it is clear that, as we 
move forward, our conceptions require radical reevaluation. This entails new considerations of materials 
and methods, of economic well-being, of public relations and social configurations, of climates and 
microclimates, and of the role of locality and vernacular in the built (and used) environment. 

Perhaps we can look for inspiration to the adaptations in spatial practice that are made due to seasonal 
change, especially where temperatures or weather conditions undergo extreme fluctuations. As an 
example, to ‘winterize’ refers to the activities of a building or physical objects to prepare it for the 
colder climates, below-freezing temperatures, or even complete burial under snow. What are the 
adaptive processes in which buildings and cities winterize? Along this line, we would like to interrogate 
the central and essential role of shelter: that is, the housing, use, and maintenance of the city that is 
not restricted to just the human. How can we reconfigure and reimagine the complex, intertwined 
relationships between the components of a city and the activities of its residents?

The context for this interrogation is the city of Montréal. Students will be asked to study the complex 
spatial forms and behaviors of the winter city — local and universal — from a variety of angles, 
employing analytical, observational and design tactics. For one, the studio will necessarily examine the 
role of snow in its shaping of Montréal — as design variable, material, infrastructural consideration, 
cultural subject, friend, and foe.

Investigations, both individual and group, will take into account not just notions of ‘temporary 
architecture’ but of the city’s inherent temporality: its seasons, rituals, and patterns of behaviour. In what 
ways does the public realm — indoor or outdoor, macro or micro — adapt to routines, demands, rifts, 
traditions, legal issues, and emergency concerns? We will study the routines and traditions that exist 
and persist, as well as seeking out appropriate alternatives, toward a more nuanced understanding of 
Montréal’s potential.

FORMATS & PROCEDURES

How is the course structured, and how will class be carried out?   The option studio will be generally 
divided into three parts. Part one will examine notions and strategies of a “universal winter urbanism”— 
and the requisite unpacking of the three concepts located therein. This will also include a “Model 
Montreal” groupwork period, towards the creation of a behavioral almanac. Part two will begin with 
an exploratory research trip to Montréal, and continue back in Ithaca with thorough analysis of the 
local context. Part three will aim to bring together universal and local, transforming the accumulated 
knowledge into proactive design interventions.

From the outset, it will be necessary to start both research and design project aspects of the work 
together, before the research visit to Montreal. Students will be asked to collect, analyze, and synthesize 
information from a variety of sources pertaining to Montreal. In any case, the individual project will 
begin to take shape in this period.
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